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Abstract: The elliptic curve cryptography recommends curves for different perceived security levels. These curves are either 
defined over prime fields or binary extension fields, however, the deployed elliptic curves are mostly defined over prime 
fields. The three curve based methods: Edward curve, Hyperelliptic curve and Weierstrass curve are analyzed based on the 
performance of the parameters. Consider both Montgomery multiplication and Kummer Surface which enhance the 
performance and gives more efficient to arithmetic operations. Hyperellipticcurve provide stronger and better security. The 
implementation shows fixed base scalar multiplication on Hyperelliptic curve is faster than Edward curve and Weierstrass 
curve. 
 
Index Terms-Hyper elliptic curve, ECDLP,Montgomery prime, Kummer surface. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cryptography isa mathematical method oftransmitting 
the data in a particular form.The main three objectives 
of cryptography are confidentiality, integrity and 
availability. Confidentiality is related to storage as 
well as transmission of information while exchanging 
the information should remain secret. Integrity means 
protect the information fromunauthorized users. Data 
should not be modified by unauthorized persons is 
known as availability. The security system satisfies 
the objective of the cryptosystem.The system is 
classified into symmetric-key and asymmetric key. In 
symmetric key we use a single key for both sender 
and recipient. The main issue of the symmetric key is 
both parties must exchange the key in a secure 
way.The security of the system depends on securing 
the key, where key size is the strength of an algorithm. 
The system is examining different suitable 
curve,which offers satisfactory performance and 
provide effective security.The security concerns, there 
has been significant progress related to both efficiency 
and security since the initial standardization of elliptic 
curve cryptography[7]. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is an asymmetric 
algorithm for public key cryptography. ECC security 
depends on the discrete logarithm problem over the 
points on the elliptic curve. The main attraction of 
ECC over RSA is that for solving the hard 
mathematical problem. ECC takes full exponential 
algorithm whereas RSA take sub exponential 
agorithm[3]. While sub exponential algorithm are easy 
to break. But there is no known exponential algorithm 
exists to break ECC. It involvessmall parameters 
which equivalently give the same level of security 
than other system. 163-bit key in ECC has the 
equivalent strength to 1024- bit key in RSA. The 
advantage of using smaller parameters includes speed 

and smaller key size. The use ofsmall  devices limits 
some of the resources likeprocessing power, storage 
space and power consumption[4]. 
 
III. CURVE EXPLANATION 

 
 The elliptic curve derived from Weierstrass 

equation,which Published on 18th July 1872. 
 Hyperelliptic curve came into existence 1989 

after the introduction ofECC. 
 Edward curve is the family of elliptic curve. 

Came into existence 2007 by Harold Edwards. 
 
IV. PRIME SELECTION 
 
The performance of the curve and also the efficiency 
of the security depends on the selection of primes. For 
faster modular reduction choose the pseudo-Mersenne 
primes of the form p = 2α –ϒ where α is the parameter 
and is multiple of 64.ϒ should be smaller than 232. If x 
and y are the positive integers, then 0 ≤ x,y < 2α –ϒ 
and compute x*y mod (2α –ϒ).  
For better efficiency, reduce Z to the range [0,2α)or 
[0,22S). The Security level ofthe S-bit is given, then 
take the parameter α Є {2S, 2S-1}. If α =2S we 
achieve maximal ECDLP security at the S-bit and if 
α=2S-1 only half a bit of security is achieved. For this 
prime, the selection of curve should be: value of ϒ is 
smaller than 210 so that this gives an efficient 
implementation on 16-,32-,64-bit. To avoid 
computation and storage problem take prime of the 
form 2α *(2β-ϒ)-1. When prime p is two bitsshort, then 
multiply the word of size w so that in every 
multiplication wecan avoid conditional subtraction. Its 
usages on 8-,32-, 64-bit platform. Reduction step has 
to be computed at every iteration inside the 
interleaved Montgomery algorithm. Prime which 
enables fast reduction techniques are in the form 2s ± 
ϒ where ϒ<< 2s. For fast reduction modulo take 
prime p= 2s- ϒ. There are two high level strategies for 
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constructing strong cryptography genus 2 curves. In 
point counting, use Schoof-Pil algorithms to compute 
until the group order is prime. But 128-bit security 
level was infeasible. Graudy and Schost[6] found that 
there is a special attraction for implementation when 
Kummer Surface is associated with the curve. By 
using Complex Multiplication (CM) method can keep 
the curve secure by two ways. 
 By fixing a prime filed Fp and search for CM 

field.  
 Fixing CM field K and search for suitable 

curve. 
 

V. MONTGOMERY MULTIPLICATION 
 
Montgomery multiplication is a method for computing 
a*b mod m where a,b and m are positive integers. It 
reduces execution time when the large number of 
multiplications, and the small number of 
multipliers,and also useful for computing a*n mod m 
for a large value of n.Montgomery multiplication 
replace expensive division by inexpensive, logical 
shifts for modular reduction. It requires transforming 
each of the operands into Montgomery representations 
and restore the modular multiplication by 
Montgomery multiplication. By using this method, the 
computational complexity is better than the classical 
method by a constant factor. In Montgomery 
multiplication algorithm, multiplication and reduction 
are combined and computes C = M(A,B) for 0 ≤ 
A,B<p where A =∑ai*ri  for i=0 to n-1 and 0 ≤ ai<r . 
The result of C is updated as C = C+ ai *B and C = 
(C+((µ*C)mod r)*p)/r. 
 To avoid handling the additional carries in 
Montgomery multiplication need to prefer the  
implementation over 127-bit moduli than 128-bit 
moduli.The precomputation ofµ can be avoided 
whenp-1≡ ±1(mod r) so that it avoids computing a 
multiplication by µ at every iteration. When µ is small 
one could lower the cost of the multiplication of p 
with (µ * C0)mod r by choosing the n-1 most 
significant words of p. 
 
VI. KUMMER SURFACE 
  
The double plane and Kummer varieties of 
Jacobiansof hyper elliptic curve C of genus 2. The 
Jacobian from genus 2  recognize that jacobian Jac(C) 
with Pic2(C) is mapped as x→x+KC where C is a 
hyperelliptic curve that map from the symmetric 
product Sym2C to Pic2C. It is defined as {p,q}→p+q , 
is given from the transformation of hyperelliptic curve 
to canonical divisor. Thus we get a double cover 
Kum(C)→Sym2│KC│ from the canonical map 
C→│KC│. 
The images of the old symmetric theta divisors on 
Jac(C) are six lines. The conic is isomorphic to the 
canonical system through T0Jac(C)≡│KC│ 
(isomorphism) and the images are blown-up 0. Due to 
theta divisor and changes of the curve C, each 6 lines 

and T0Jac(C)≡│KC│is naturally isomorphic to dual 
canonical system │KC│. There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between pairs of odd symmetric theta 
divisor and 2-torsion points on the jacobian. It is given 
by (ϴ+w1)∩(ϴ+w2)={ w1-w2,0} where w1,w2  are 
Weierstrass points with odd theta characteristic in 
genus 2. Therefore the branch points of the canonical 
map C→│KC│ appear on each of the canonical 
system as the intersection points of the lines, tangency 
points of the lines and the conic. Since every Kummer 
quartic is Kummer variety of a jacobian of genus 2, 
therefore we can reconstruct Kummer quartic surface 
directly from jacobian. Jacobian of C maps 
completely to the linear system  │OJac(C)(2ϴC)│≡ Pm 
where m=22-1. Thus Kummer variety of degree 4 maps 
to 16 nodes to the image of 2-torsion points on Jac(C). 
 
VII.COMPARISION WORK 
 
In the Weierstrass curve, since there isa lack of 
torsion, it is not easy to make point validation process 
and does not sacrifice any bit of security to attack 
ECDLP. In Edward curve, if two primes are suitable 
for security level, select the prime which is smaller 
than the other so that small amountof ECDLP is 
sacrificed. Prime order in a Weierstrass curve over 
fixed bit length give full ECDLP security. But Edward 
scarifies a small amount of security.To solve the 
problem in Edward curveuse complete addition 
formula,but the high cost of complete addition will 
degrade the performance in Weierstrass curve. For 
twist security, need to search positive value of A to 
minimize (A+2)/4.  
In the hyper elliptic curve C, we candefine as  formal 
sums of points of C called divisors D,which is used to 
sum  between the divisors and points on the curve. 
This is the way to perform hyper elliptic curve 
cryptosytem. 
Where Divisor is given by D = ∑ mpP where mp is a 
real integer and P ϵ  C.Additive operation on abelian 
group is given by Div(c): ∑ mpP +∑ npP =∑(mp + 
np)P 
The sum  ∑mP is the degree of D. The set of degree 0 
divisors is a subgroup Div(C)0  of Div(C). 
Kummer Surface gives additional security for genus 2. 
Because a random point on K canmap to either the 
curve CRos≡C or CRos'≡C'. Since the curve is twist 
securely,  choose any generator when Kummer 
surface over p =2127-1. For p=2128-34827 with CM and 
generator maps back to Jac(CRos). 
 

A. About curve 
In the Weierstrass curve, y2=x3-ax+b where a,b 
are parameters. By using Schoof-Elkies-Atkin 
(SEA) point counting algorithm trace t of 
Ebsuch that r =p+1-t and r' =p+1+t in order to 
strengthen the twist security.  
For Edward x2+y2=1+d*x2*y2 where d is the 
parameter to trace t of EA=p+1-t and EA'=p+1+t 
by SEA.  
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For elliptic curve, Gallant[6] suggested y2=x3+b 
and y2=x3+a*x allow a 2- dimensional 
decomposition over prime field. For genus 2, 
y2=x5+b (BK curve) and y2=x5+ a*x (FKT 
curve) allow 4- dimensional scalar 
decomposition over prime fields. To perform a 
4-dimensional GLV on BK curve  require 
p≡1(mod 10), so that the non -trivial fifth root 
of unity are in Fp. The cost is only 3 times 
multiplication in Fp and minimal polynomial of 
ϕ is T4+T3+T2+T+1=0. For FKT curve, we 
require p≡1(mod 10) so that the eighth root of 
unity are in Fp and minimal polynomial is 
T4+1=0. Kummer Surface of FKT curve 
destroys the arithmetic efficiency of the group 
law algorithm when it is defined over Fp

2. 
Therefore FKT family does not give secure and 
efficient Kummer Surface over prime fields. 
For the hyper elliptic curve C of genus g over a 
field  K is a smooth plane projective curve, 
which admits   an affine equation of the form 
y2+h(x)y = f(x), where f is a polynomial of 
degree 2g + 1, and h is a polynomial of degree 
at most g, both with coefficicent in K. 

  
B. Scalar Multiplication 

It is important to compute scalar multiplication 
in constant-time, so that side-channel attacks 
are avoided. Scalar multiplication on the 
Kummar Surface is more efficient than 
Jacobian. To decompose fully it takes 20 
multiplications in BK and FKT for 4-
dimensional case and just 6 multiplications for 
2-dimensional. There are two approaches for 
computing d- dimensional decomposition of the 
scalar k result in d smaller scalars kl. This gives 
faster implementation in 4-dimensional. Using 
signed window for a single scalar makes it    
faster in 2-dimensional. Two basic operations 
are variable-base and fixed-base scalar 
multiplication. For Weierstrass curve, the 
variable-base scenario performs the following 
steps: validation, precomputation, scalar 
recoding and evaluation. A Fixed-base scenario  
classified into offline computation and online 
computation. In offline computation: point 
validation and precomputation. Online 
computation: scalar validation, recoding and 
evaluation. For Edward curve, the variable-
base: validation, clear torsion, revalidation, 
precomputation, scalar recoding and evaluation. 
Offline computation: validation, clear torsion, 
revalidation and precomputation, whereas 
Online computation: recoding and 
evaluation.Similarly, for Hyper elliptic curve, 
the variable-base: validation, 
precomputation,scalar recoding and evaluation. 
Offline computation:point validation and 
precomputation. Online computation: recoding 
and evaluation. 

TABLE 1. 
Scalar Multiplication 

 

 
 

VIII.  GENUS 2 IS AN ALTERNATIVE FOR 
GENUS 1 

 
Hyper Elliptic Curve (HEC) of genus 2 over prime 
fields is much closer to the performance of Elliptic 
curve (EC).HECisattractive to hardware designers 
since they require smaller  field than EC. But does not 
support much in software.It is quite difficult when a 
large number of field operations in smaller fields. 
Thus HEC performancesare much lower than ECC.  
HEC of genus 4 and higher will not offer high 
security. In  HEC the order of jacobian  over a field is 
given by qgwhere q be the elements and g be the 
genus. Let us consider for 160-bit group for genus 2 
q≈280 ,genus 3q≈253 whereas EC with q≈2160. There 
are five different coordinate systems in EC affine, 
projective, jacobian, chudnowski jacobian and 
modified jacobian. For genus 2 affine, projective and 
new coordinate whereas for genus 3 only 1 system 
affine. No native support for fast modular reduction 
techniques. gmp supports faster in EC, slower in 
genus 2 and much slower in genus 3. nuMONGO 
provides support only to moduli up to 256-bits in EC 
but genus 2 and 3 group up to 513-bits. Genus 2 gives 
15% faster than EC and genus 3. By using a 
specialized software library we can speed up by a 
factor of 3 to 4.5 for EC but genus 2 and 3 is up to 8. 
This Hyperelliptic curve can be used as an alternative 
to elliptic curve.Hyper elliptic curve, which gives 
efficient Montgomery multiplication and support GLV 
method. Every Hyperelliptic curve can associate 
group operation. Since group operation is very 
difficult, we have to choose them by giving 
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importance’s to their genus, order of the group and 
their field.    

 
IX. DISCUSSION 

 
Since HEC field is smaller in size the cost of modular 
addition and subtraction is higher than modular 
multiplication. If we transform a given genus 2 curve 
intoKummer Surface gives more flexibility and it 
makes easier to control the size of squared 
fundamental theta constant. It gives speed even for 
small values.Kummer and 4-dimensional GLV 
implementation perform faster in genus 2. Does not 
run in constant time, but can be transformed into 
constant time.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
This analysis is comparision between  Weierstrass 
curve,  Edward curve, and Hyper elliptic curve. The 
analysis shows fixed base scalar multiplication on 
Hyperelliptic curve is faster than Edward curve.  The 
performance of Hyperelliptic curve of genus 2 over a 
prime field is a valid alternative to Elliptic curve. 
Genus 2 associates with Kummer Surface which gives 
efficient in scalar multiplication, more flexibility and 
gives additional security. 
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